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Welcome to the first of a series of occasional lists of material from my varied 
stock.  In the upcoming months I plan on issuing several such lists, comprised 
of an average of 20-50 items, on a range of topics or themes: medicine, 
international expositions, trade catalogues, photography albums, broadsides, 
ephemeral collections, Italian pamphlets, political propaganda, advertising, 
satire, and cinema.   

Usually at this time of year I would be in Europe—and the fruits of recent past 
scouting there will be evident in this list.  So this forced confinement, as it 
were, encourages me to put forth material that I have been acquiring.  I 
welcome inquiries or wish lists from collectors and institutions.  

Thank you for your time and attention.       

Marc Selvaggio, April 2020 
	

ORDER INFORMATION:   

CONDITION:  Unless otherwise noted, an item is in the original as-issued binding and in what is generally 
accepted as very good condition.  I try to identify any major defects, but I don’t dwell on what I consider normal 
wear [e.g., slightly rubbed corner]. 

TERMS OF SALE:  Any item is fully returnable for any reason within seven (7) days of receipt.  

HOW TO ORDER:  All items are subject to prior sale.  I suggest a speedy placement of your order.  I 
recommend email as the most expedient way to reach me, although you may also leave a message on my 
landline [510-548-8009].   

I AM FLEXIBLE ON ORDERING, SHIPPING, AND PAYMENT.  Please let me know if you wish me to 
hold any item, or items, until you are open again, or to accommodate changes in your budget.  I will ship and 
bill to your needs and requirements.  I am happy to place any item(s) on reserve for as long as necessary. 

PAYMENT:  Institutional customers will be billed according to their needs, situation, or wishes.  Payment 
may be made by check, wire transfer (into either my US or French bank account), or Paypal.  Discounts to the 
trade are offered on a reciprocal basis. 

SHIPPING:  All shipping within the United States is FREE, when shipped via first-class or Priority mail.  Other options, 
at the buyer’s discretion, will be billed at cost.  Shipments outside of the U.S. will be at cost.  As mentioned, I will invoice 
and ship according to your wishes. 



1. [Advertising]   Mercer, F.A. and W. Gaunt.   Modern Publicity, 1935-
6.  London: Studio Ltd., 1936.  29cm.  127pp + 12pp illustrated advertisements 
+ original color-printed wrappers.   Prof illustration, some full-color plates 
throughout.               125. 
 
¶ Fine annual celebrating the high-spots of printed advertisements: posters, newspaper ads, 
booklets, direct-mail, and packaging, as well as the elements of the form-- typography, 
photography, and printing.  The highlight of the poster section is A.M. Cassandre’s poster 
for the Normandie (“a classic example of a modern poster”).   

	



2. [Lettering]  Draim.   Documents Originaux et Inédits Pour Les 
Métaux Repoussés.   Paris: Monrocq, nd. [ca. 1930].  Oblong.  28 cm.  Twelve 
numbered color lithographed (with some gilt) plates, printed on rectos only, 
plus original cloth-backed pictorial wrappers.  Noted on the cover as “Série 
d’Art practique 3.”                          100. 
 
¶  Art-deco designs for various types of stamped or embossed metal objects (e.g., jewelry box 
lid, serving platter).  Similar to other works by Draim (and also published by Monrocq), such 
as his La Lettre Dans Le Décor et La Publicité Moderne (ca. 1935).  OCLC notes two holdings 
(Met. Museum of Art, Boston Athenaeum).   

	

3. [Paper]   Mignot, Frank.   Serviettes “La 
Francaise” en Papier filigrané.  Annonay, n.d., 
ca. 1900.  16.5 cm.  4pp, folded, with three different 
original folded tissue napkins, each with a 
different subtle “watermark” design.                                                                   
65. 
 
¶ Small sales piece for a minor object of daily life, with 
product description and prices on pp.2/3.  Cover printed in 
gilt.  As ephemeral as it gets (well, except for, perhaps, le 
papier hygiénique).  

 



4. [Paper]   Orlandi & Rouvillain.  Maison Spéciale por les 
Fournitures pour Juges de Paix & Greffiers et d’Offices Ministréliels.  
Paris, 1887.  Oblong folio (34.5 cm) .  [16]pp including wrappers, some tears on 
edge.           85.	
¶ Catalogue with 26 actual samples of small color envelopes and a variety of paper slips.  
Prof. illustrated with text cuts.  All of the products necessary for a smooth bureaucracy: 
papers, stamps, pens, ledgers, balances, etc., for the small-town public office.  Not located 
in OCLC.   

 

5.  [Paper]  Société Anonyme Française 
des Grands Magasins, Au Louvre.   
Buvards.  Mulhouse, ca. 1930.  Folio (32.5 
cm).  [24]pp.  Original printed wrappers.  
         75. 
¶ Collection of advertising buvards—writing 
blotters—issued by a chain of departments stores 
located in smaller cities throughout France.  This 
large brochure presents a wide range of 
illustrated blotters promoting a variety of 
products—perfume, chocolates, toothpaste, 

wines, shaving strop.  The blotter art is printed on each leaf so the verso is blank, enabling 
the owner to cut and use the blotters for blotting (all are intact herein).  Printed on thick 
absorbent paper. Not located in OCLC. 



 

The “J” stands for “Jean” not “Joint” 
6. [Paper]    Société JOB.   Papiers à Cigarettes— Cigarette Papers—
Pel de Fumer.  Paris: Paul-Martial, [1938?].  Folio.  36 cm.  36pp, including 
four-page double-fold center + printed tissue overlay + original embossed 
wrappers.                          250. 
 
¶  Wonderfully designed and illustrated promotional history from this southern-French 
paper manufacturer who specialized in making cigarette papers.  The text-- presented in 
three languages (French, English, and Spanish)-- proclaims: “The soul of the French 
craftsman reveals itself at every turn in this far-seeing Industrial Organization.”  Issued on 
the firm’s centenary, JOB was founded by a Perpignan pharmacist, Jean Bardou, who first 
branded his product, “J.B.”  The publication has a fine selection of industrial photographs.  
OCLC notes two holdings—Grenoble and BNF—erroneously citing 1972 as publ. date. 



Commercial Paper Trade After War & Revolution: 
Notes d’un Fournisseur de Papiers (1872-1873) 

 
7.  [Paper]   Sales and Customer 
notes from a large Wholesale 
Paper Supply firm serving the 
Parisian market, November 2, 
1872- July 26, 1873.  Thick 25 cm 
contemporary ledger book (marbled 
boards with velour spine, with the 
large label of the blank-book 
manufacturer, Napoleon Alexandre & 
Jules Ferté, Paris, on the front 
pastedown).  396pp + 24ff tabbed 
(alphabetical) index with matching 
purple blotter interleaves.  Paper 
spine label notes this as number “29/ 
2228-3376” obviously a reference to a 
larger series of ledgers, perhaps no 
longer extant?                      650. 
 

¶  Original order book/ sales-call history of a paper supplier’s commercial interactions with 
a range of clients (and potential customers) throughout Paris and northern France, 
documenting interactions with a wide range of publishers and users of paper products (e.g., 
the city hall of Paris, the national printer, the Bank of France) and with comments upon 
potential customers.  Detailed information on products, prices, and uses of a wide variety of 
paper…. for bank notes, stationary, maps, magazines, etc.  Firms or entities discussed 
include the publishers Monrocq, Hachette, Plon, Goupil, and Le Mercier (lithographer), the 
magazines L’Illustration and Journal Amusant, and companies or entities such as the Ville 
de Paris, Banque de France, Imprimierie Nationale, Depot de la Guerre, Chemin de Fer 
d’Orleans, Chemin de Fer de l’Est, Mines de le Loire, Banque d’Italie, Magasin du Louvre.   
 Clearly written and readable contributions in at least four different hands.  The firm 
here is said to have been from north of the Seine and Marne near Coulmmiers.  Besides 
selling stock products in bulk, the firm also arranged for the manufacturing of special 
papers.  Overall, an excellent detailed look at commercial activity (and vitality) in Paris 
shortly after the Franco-Prussian War and the destructive Commune of 1871.   
 

 



Sales Brochure Printed by the Printer on the Expo Floor 

8. [Printing]   American Type Founders Co.    The Boston Graphic 
Arts Exposition, August 28 to September 2, 1922.  Supreme Profit 
Makers.  [Boston? 1922.]  4to.  26.5 cm.  16pp + printed stiff covers.  Prof. 
illustrated.  Fine.                          150. 
 
¶  ATF promotes its line of printing and typesetting equipment, in a brochure that “was 
printed, folded, stitched, and trimmed” in the Exposition, all on ATF machines (and in 
Goudy typefaces).  Not located in OCLC. 

 
  



“What We Do and How We Do It” 

 

9. [Printing]   James Bayne Co.   Catalogue Makers and General 
Illustrators.  “We Interest the Public in Your Goods.”  Grand Rapids, n.d. 
[1898?].  8vo (23 cm).  [36]pp + color pictorial wrappers, some spotting; cord 
binding.  Prof. illustrated, some color.                          150. 
 
¶  Great catalogue from a printing firm pushing its talents at creating trade catalogues, 
here with numerous testimonial letters coupled with half-tones of all sorts of products (e.g., 
typewriters, coffins, machinery).  Naturally, considering the firm’s location, with many cuts 
of furniture.  Opens with a four-page essay, “What We Do and How We Do It,” with 15 small 
photos of the shop departments.  Not located in OCLC. 

 
  



Photolithography for the New Century 
10.  [Printing]   A.  Bergeret & Cie.   
Phototype d’Art.  Cahier-Spécimen.  
1er Janvier 1900.  Nancy: [Bergeret, 
1899?]  Folio (37.5 cm).  [16]pp including 
decorative color printed wrappers.     200. 
 
¶  Prominent printer presents a sampling of his 
capabilities in phototype [photolithography] 
printing, with images from work produced for 
postcards, view books, trade catalogues [e.g., 
light fixtures, tile works, heaters, objects d’art], 
menus… exterior [e.g., a church, a large house] 
and interior views [e.g., large electric motor].  As 
the cover states, the firm printed for “Albums, 
cartes postales, menus, programmes, diplomas, 
theses, revues, illustrations, catalogues 
industriels, portraits, vues diverses, etc.”  
Attractive art-nouveau designed cover in four 
different colors.  Not located in OCLC. 

 

 

Printer’s Trade Catalogue 
11. [Printing]   Jules Céas & Fils.   
Les Procédés Modernes 
d’Illustrations.  Valence-sur-Rhône, 
n,d., ca. 1910.  Oblong folio (32 cm).  
Title leaf, [6]pp text with vignettes + 
34ff, interleaved with tissue guards.  
Original stamped wrappers [Album] 
with small color plate mounted on the 
cover; cord binding. Fine copy.     250. 

¶  Trade catalogue from a printing firm that 
specialized in the printing of illustrations for 
art books as well as for advertisements.  The 



brief essay talks about the development of printing in this field, especially the firm’s 
specialties in “trichromatic” printing and photogravure, supplemented by 14 full-page color 
printed plates printed for books or advertisements (e.g., noodles, shoes, or travel poster), by 
such artists as G. Camp and L. Ageron; and with 14 photogravures from engravings, for 
book illustrations, including prints from Watteau paintings.  Not located in OCLC. 

 



Pre-war French Trade School for Printers & Designers 
12. [Printing]   L’École Municipale Estienne.   Le Cahiers d’Estienne 
1938.  [Paris, June 1938.]  28 cm.  Unpaginated.  Original wrappers.  Number 
210 of 250 copies printed, the whole work assembled by students at Paris’s 
main graphic arts trade school.  With a variety of work exhibited, and different 
pieces printed on different stock, and in different graphic format, some in color.            

      100.                                                   
 
¶  A large collaborative effort by the students who 
contributed everything but the paper and ink: 
engraving, typesetting, design, lithography, 
photography, photogravure, etc.  Large prose 
sections with separate paginations, including the 
interesting (and well-printed) illustrated travel 
account, “Chez Les Dissidents Du Smara” (46pp) 
and Georges Vallette’s 43-page narrative and 
descriptive guide to the school, illustrated 
throughout with photographs by Jean Roubier 
(1896-1981).  This was the fourth of the St. Etienne 
yearbooks.  Not located in OCLC.  Binding shaken in 
rear, otherwise good. 

 

 



13. [Printing]   L’École Municipale Estienne.   
La Cahiers d’Estienne 1939.  [Paris, June 1939.]  
28 cm.  Original wrappers.  Number 69 of 250 
copies printed.  Multiple pagination.                      100. 
 
¶ The fifth yearbook from this public graphic arts training 
school.  Among the larger, separately paginated pieces, is a 
fine essay by P.A. Roy, “Avec Les Honneurs de la Guerre. 
Souvenirs du Fort de Vaux” (51pp, illus.) and a color 
illustrated piece about playing cards, “Jeux de Societe” 
(15pp).  OCLC notes one holding (BNF). 
 

 

 

 

14.  [Printing]   Exposition Universelle de 1855.   Extrait des Rapports 
de la XXVIe Classe.  Paris: Imprimerie Impériale, 1856.  224pp.  Printed on 

blue paper; uncut, but top edge gilt.  Later, 19th 
century three-quarter blue morocco over 
marbled wrappers.                           600. 
 
¶  Collection of essays plus detailed information on 
prize winners in various groups involved different 
forms of printing.  Composed of M.R. Merlin’s 
“Calligraphie, Gravure, Cartes a Jouer, relieure et 
registres” [calligraphy, etching, playing cards, book 
binding and ledgers] and M. Barbet’s “Gravure des 
cylinders pour impression sur étoffes”  I have seen this 
report printed on regular (white) stock, but this is the 
first time on this no-doubt special paper. 

 
 
 
 



15. [Printing]   Havermans, Remy.   L’Imprimerie d’Art.   Dessins de 
Lucien Rion.  [Brussels, 1913.].  Folio (35 cm).  [12]pp + five laid in plates 
(four with printed tissue overlays) + color printed and slightly embossed 
illustrated wrappers (by Rion).                                 200. 
 
¶  Belgium printer (and at this time, also the 
secretary of the Chambre syndicale des maîtres 
imprimeurs de Bruxelles) presents some thoughts on 
the printing of art, with “Spécimens de différents 
procédés de reproduction,” using an example of an 
etching (from a Brughel), a one-color “similigravure” 
and a four-color version, a two-tone “simili-hélio” (of 
a Van Dyck painting), and a multi-color reproduction 
of a woodblock of a children’s book illustration (no 
tissue present).  Art-nouveau style design of the front 
cover, featuring peacocks on a fountain and grape-
arbor motif.  Rion also contributed chapter-head and 
initial designs to the text and also (apparently) the 
Spécimens section title.  In 1914, Havermans hosted 
a conference at his plant on the theme of L'esthétique 
moderne en imprimerie, and he re-used the front 
cover art here in his talk about “Le Musée du Livre.”  
Not located in OCLC. 

 
 

 
 

A Sweet Offer 
 
16.  [Printing]   [Mulcey, A., printer]   Collection 
of 100 original color-printed and embossed labels 
for French chocolate manufacturers (or shops), 
printed by the firm of A. Mulcey from St. Etienne, 
France.  Ca. 1930-1950.  Sixty of the etiquettes 
(labels) have the printer’s small imprint, the 
others presumably by Mulcey (e.g., sometimes 
there are two or three different labels for one 
store, but only one of the labels will have the 
Mulcey imprint).  Most are rectangular, average 
20 x 16 cm.                                                                        500. 



¶  A fine selection of various graphic designs—
some geometric, some pictorial—used to sell 
chocolate products.  Sometimes a colonial 
imagery, other times, a cow in the field (MILK 
chocolate!), others with fancy typography, gilt-
embossed, on color or foil papers.  A good 
representative collection from this period.    
Each label is laid in loose in binder sleeves (the 
whole in one binder).  Mulcey specialized in 
commercial printing, producing labels for food 
and wine, to stock certificates and large 
advertising posters. 
 

 
 

 
The Political Co-opt of Printing History 

17.  [Printing]   [Nazi Germany]   Le Vme 
Centenaire de l’Art d’Imprimer.  Gutenberg, 
Exposition du Reich, Leipzig 1940, du 15 
Juin au 20 Octobre.  Avec Participation 
Internationale.  [Lipzig: Poeschel & Trepte, 
1939.]  [14]pp including double folding [4pp] 
center plan.  Original wrapper.  Nicely printed in 
black and orange.  Small related “compliments” 
card laid in as well as two old Reichbanknotes.   
                        150. 
 
¶  Here in the second year of the War, the Nazis 
attempted to co-opt Gutenberg and his achievements, 
and re-packaged the pioneer as an example of the 
German spirit in action.  The master propagandist, 

Goebbels himself, was scheduled to inaugurate the event.  However, current political (and 
business) situations assured that the Exposition was never held, and except for a cast 
commemorative medal, this illustrated prospectus is the only relic.  OCLC notes 10 holdings, 
but all in European institutions.  



18. [Printing]   Para-Flex Engraving 
Co.   Para-Flex Process for Display.  New 
York, n.d., ca. 1939.  Double-sided 
illustrated promotional brochure, 28 x 21 
cm, color illus.                                            50. 
 
¶  Striking example of the Para-Flex process—“The 
miniature travel poster [drawn by Tristram 
Forster] on the reverse of this page was printed 
letterpress in four impressions from hand-engraved 
Para-Flex rubber plates, photographically 
transferred.  By over-printing transparent inks 
from rubber plates, containing no screen, seven 
colors are possible from three printings and 
fourteen colors from four.”  Further text explains 
the wheres and whyfores.  No information located 
on the firm on the Internet nor in OCLC. 

 

19.  [Printing]   [Pinto, Pala]   Wald. 
Zachrissons Boktryckeri A.B. Wezätas 
Manadshäfte.  June 1903.  Göteborg, 1903.  
[16]pp + elaborate embossed color wrappers.  
With 32 text vignettes.                                  45. 
 
¶  Fine example of this “monthly booklet” published 
by this Göteberg printing—this being Issue No 2, 
Second Year—entirely composed of a descriptive tour 
through the plant—from its very art-nouveau style 
offices through its typesetting department (using 
Monotype) and printing operation.  The magazine 
appeared between 1902-12, with a total of 49 issues. 
 
 
 
 

 

 



From the official wood-engraver of the French Royal Print Shop 

20. [Printing]   Porret, [Henri Désiré].    Illustrations Typographiques.  
Recueil de Vignettes, Alphabets, Culs-de-Campe, Atributes, Fleurs…  
Paris, 1840.   Oblong folio.  180pp.  Repair made to a tear on the title-page; the 
lower portion of the penultimate leaf (pp.178/179) is missing.  Original leather 
and silk-covered boards, wear on corners, but volume solid.  Stamped on spine: 
Illustrations Typographiques.                          500. 
 
¶  The first assembled collection of images from Porret, a graveur et polytypeur and the 
official wood-engraver for the Royal Print Shop.  Porret here presented a numbered offer of 
2,057 cuts, representing a wide range of stock images for a variety of needs, and covering 
religious, political, historic, commercial, military, humorous (e.g., caricatures), poetic (e.g., 
idyllic landscape vignettes), etc.  Preceded two years earlier by a 48ff edition.  Many of the 
cuts here were reissued in a Dover paperback edition in 1982 (Victorian spot illustrations, 
alphabets, and ornaments from Porret’s type catalog).  Rare on the market (auction or 
otherwise). 



Paris Printer’s Specimen Book of Furniture Illustrations 
21.  [Printing]   Quetin, V[ictor] L.   Le Magasin de Meubles.  No 2.   Album 
complet & référence de tous les meubles qui se fabriquent à Paris.  
Contenant environ 300 modèles dessines en perspective.  Paris: Quetin, n.d. [ca. 

1855].  Oblong 4to (29 cm).   Title leaf + 
110 lithographed plates, numbered 1-94 + 
16 additional plates [“bis”].  Original 
green leather over thick cloth boards, 
wear on corners and spine rubbed, 
otherwise a good copy with plates in very 
good condition.                        600. 
 
¶  Excellent catalogue of the range of wooden 
furniture then being fabricated in Paris, from a 
printer located on the outskirts of town, at 58 
Faubourg St. Antoine.  Quetin’s office was 
located, in fact, on the third floor of a building 
whose other tenants included at least three 
furniture makers (and the block held even 
more).  In fact, Quetin printed the billhead for 
the firm of Puard-Gouffé, located in the building, 
and he decorated that sheet with four small 
wood-cuts.  Quetin issued a number of 
illustrated catalogues in his Magasin de Muebles 

series over a period of years, with some of the later numbers printed in chromolithography 
(this early volume is only plain lithography).  Every sort of piece is shown and captioned, 
from tables, chairs, toilettes (some with bidets built in and many with attached mirrors), 
beds, armoires, buffets, to desks, book cases, and other pieces.   
 OCLC notes only the Getty and Smithsonian copies of this issue, with this entry: 
“Undated, but published sometime in the latter half of the 19th century. The series Magasin 
de meubles was published ca. 1850 to ca. 1880.  The plates are numbered from 1 to 94, with 
the following numbered plates added in the sequence: 10 bis; 11 bis; 12 bis; 13 bis; 16 bis; 
22 bis; 23 bis; 25 bis; 32 bis; 40 bis; 55 bis; 69 bis; 82 bis; and 87 bis.  Includes index.”  My 
copy does not have [4]pp preliminary to the plates as noted in OCLC—nor is there any 
evidence of those leaves having even been present herein.  However, this copy does have two 
extra plates— 67 bis and 81 bis— not noted in the OCLC collation.  

 



22. [Printing] Hermann Schött Actien-
gesellschaft. Zigarren-Rinage.  Blattgold.  
Rheydt: n.d., ca. 1900.  Tall vertical 24 cm cloth-
bound volume with 271 gold-embossed samples of 
elaborate cigar bands of various dimensions 
(thickness) printed on 36ff.  In printer’s original 
cloth binding.                                                     200. 
 
¶  Handsome printer’s sales samples of its range of cigar 
bands for the Spanish and French markets, mostly for use 
on Havanas.  Not located in OCLC. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
The Printed Arts at the 1931 Coloniale Internationale Expo 

23.  [Printing]   Serre, Lucien.   
Rapport sur les Productions de 
L’Imprimerie a l’Exposition 
Coloniale Internationale Paris 1931.  
No printer or place [1931].  [24]pp + 
embossed decorative wrappers.  A few 
text vignettes.                                     200. 
 
¶  After a brief essay about the history of 
printing, this elaborate catalogue about the 
printing-trade exhibitions at this international 
exposition describes the exhibitors in the 
French Section and then separately treats the 
competing tradesmen in the segregated 
Colonial section— an arrangement that in itself 
was a not-so-subtly representation of the 
colonial system.  Oddly, no printer noted for this 
piece.  Not located in OCLC. 



24.  [Typography]   A. Berthold AG.   
Berthold Schriften für Handel und 
Industrie.  Berthold-Probe Nr. 240.  
Berlin, n.d., 1927?  30 cm.  48pp + two 
folding plates + original printed 
wrappers (slightly chipping on the 
spine).                                                225. 
 
¶  Type specimen catalogue that presents 
numerous examples of the uses of this sans-
serif typeface in commercial work, from 
stationary to magazine ads to notices printed 
for plants, advertisements in trade magazines.  
One of the folding plates is a replica of a large 
newspaper ad for a clothing store. 

 

 

 

 

25.  [Typography]   Besson, Paul.   
Spécimen de Nos Charactères.  Paris, 
n.d. [ca. 1930].  9ff + printed wrappers.  
Silk-cord binding.  Selection of three 
typefaces, all printed on rectos only: Gill, 
Ramsés, and Bodoni.                             45. 

 

 

 

 

 



Selling Typography After the Earthquake 
26. [Typography]   Keystone Type Foundry.   Abridged specimen book: 
Type nickel-alloy on universal line comprising a price list of types, 
borders, leads and slugs, brass rule, brass galleys, miscellaneous cuts 
and general supplies for printers.  [San Francisco (Oakland) & 
Philadelphia]: Keystone Type Foundry, Sept., 1906.  Thick 8vo.  [2], 623, [1] 
pp.   Color-decorated title, with color frontispiece (showing offices), and with a 
new title in red announcing the West Coast’s new temporary Oakland, CA 
address; woodcut borders, text 
illustrations, and each section 
with separate title.  Original blue 
cloth, fine and bright copy.     425. 

 

¶  First edition thus of this expansive 
work on American type faces published 
for the San Francisco, CA outpost of 
the noted type foundry now operating 
from its temporary quarters in 
Oakland, CA following the devastating 
Earthquake and Fire (in April).  
Typefaces included are Lowell Series, 
Old Style, Modern Style, Ben Franklin 
Series, Ben Franklin Condensed, 
Caslon Bold Initials, miscellaneous 
initials, cuts, borders, and more.  The 
catalogue of printing equipment 
includes type case stands, make-up 
tables, galley racks, presses, 
newspaper presses, paper cutters, 
binding machines, and more.  The 
Keystone Type Foundry operated from 
1888 to 1917 before being purchased by 
the American Type Founders.  
  



27.  [Typography]   Lang, Goerges,  Imprimerie Georges 
Lang. Catalogue de Charactères, Fillets et Vignettes.  
Paris: Lang, 1935.  24.5 cm.  124 + [3]pp.  Color pictorial 
wrappers.                             85. 
 
¶  Type specimen catalogue from a firm that specialized in monotype 
matrixes, offering a range of classic faces (e.g., Bodoni, Cheltenham, 
Elzévir) and modern ones (e.g., Europe, Memphis), and a selection of 
dingbats, etc.  OCLC locates copies of this work at the BNF as well 
as at Delaware and Harvard (Houghton). 

 

 

28. [Typography]   Renner, Paul.   Futura, die 
sich die Welt eroberte: Mappe 2.   Frankfurt & 
New York: Bauersche Giesserei, (1932?).   28 cm.  
Collection of 24 separate of printed samples, laid 
loose in the firm’s original folding portfolio foiled-
style wrappers.                          225. 
 
¶  Excellent array of items, especially 
advertisements, showing how German, 
American, British, and Spanish designers 
used this new typeface.  Some color and 
illustrations used… cigarettes, pottery, 
eye glasses, salt, clothing, gloves.  
Includes a group of eight type-specimen 
cards, inside a printed wrapper.  The 
assemblage shows how Futura 
“conquered the world” and became the  
“typeface of our time.”   OCLC locates one 
holding of this portfolio—at McGill 
University, which notes 28 pieces in its 
copy, and dates that one at 1928 (which 
would have been only year after the 
typeface’s creation).  

 
  



29.  [Typography]   Renner, Paul.   Futura, die 
Erga ̈nzungs-Garnituren Dreiviertelfett 
Schra ̈g / Mager und Halbfett Schmalfett 
Black.  Frankfurt & New York:   Bauersche 
Giesserei, (1930).  26 cm.  8pp including 
wrappers, printed black and orange throughout.  

Stitched.  Note on the rear cover, 
Getruckt em Jahre 1930 in der 
Hausdruckerei der Bauersche 
Girberi, Frankfurt am Main.   
Two pages of text shows how 
Futura looks as a text, plus 
examples of various formats and 
type sizes.                            85. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

30. [Typography]   Renner, Paul.   Futura, Die 
Schrift Unserer Zeit. Frankfurt & New York: 
Bauersche Giesserei, (1932?).  26 cm.  8pp including 
wrappers, printed in orange and black; stitched.  
Presentation of the typeface in different point sizes 
and different “weights,” so to speak— Light, 
Regular, and Semibold.                                        75. 

 
  



French Printers’ Contest 
31.  [Typography]   L’Union Syndicale 
des Maitres Imprimeurs de France.   
Tournoi de Noel 1932.  Supplément au 
“Bulletin Officiel” de l’Union 
Syndicale des Maitres Imprimeurs de 
France.  No. 2, Dec. 1932.  Paris, 1932.  
31.5 cm.  Unpaginated (approx. 150pp).  
Illustrated.  Original wrappers.          125. 
 
¶  Complete volume dedicated to the competition 
held among the membership of the Master 
Printers Union to design a title-page, letterhead, 
card, and full-page ad.  Although the contestants 
all worked with the same text, they present a fine 
array of typographical solutions, with each entry 
(of four pages) printed with different ink, and 
presumably printed by the specific contestant.   

The jury’s overall scoring chart is also included.  Although this publication is noted as a 
“Supplement,” it is a stand-alone work.  OCLC notes only three separate holdings.  

 

32. [Typography/Design]   [Trouchut, Jean]   NovAdam.  Nuevos 
Archivos de Arte Moderno Tipográfico, Volumen Primero/ Nouvelles 
Archives d’Art Moderne Typographique, Premier Volume.   Barcelona: 
Bachmann, 1936.  32 cm.  67, (2)pp, with pages 26-67 printed (and numbered) 
on rectos only.  Profusely illustrated with printed designs (replicas) as well as 
with 19 actual tipped-on samples (including a dozen different pieces of 
attractively designed and illustrated pieces of stationary letterheads); also 
with an additional 4pp brochure (on the Monotype) bound in.  Original spiral 
bound, with gold-foiled covers; both front and rear covers partially detached 
from the spirals (as expected).         450. 
 
¶  Wonderful (and rare) contemporary look at the state of typography, graphic design, and 
printing in Spain—especially in Barcelona—published only one month after the beginning 
of the Spanish Civil War.  The publication was the brainchild of the famous Spanish typo 
designer, Esteban Trochut Bachmann, and his son, Juan Trochut Blanchard.  With essays 
(e.g., on typography in the service of humanity) and illustrated advertisements from various 



printers, typographers, paper producers, 
and other suppliers to the trade.  The text 
from p.26 onwards is devoted to samples of 
actual work—and in some cases, the actual 
samples mounted on.  There are some 
samples of advertisements but most of the 
examples are of the “job printing” type: 
menus, business cards, stationary, with each 
sample accompanied by information on the 
typography and design, as well as the 
specific paper used on each leaf.  A second 
volume of NovAdam was issued in 1942, a 
third in the 1950s, and the final volume in 
1973.  OCLC only cites unspecific holdings 
at BM Lyon [France].   
 
¶  In his essay on Trochut and the designer’s 
creation of the typeface, Super Veloz, Robert 
Gamonal Arroyo noted [with some 
inaccuracy] that “Esteban Trochut, who ran 
a prestigious printing house in Barcelona, 
and his son Joan published ADAM 
(Documentary Archive of Modern Art) in 
Spanish and French.  The aim of this 
publication was to present typography as a 
creative element for printers. Its pages 
featured gorgeous compositions made up 
solely and exclusively of typographic 
elements, intended to provide a source of 
inspiration for printing house workers.  
After a necessary hiatus due to the Civil 
War, they took up the task again with a new 
series of publications [sic], this time titled 
NOVADAM. The second issue, published in 
1942, featured the Super Veloz typeface, a 
typographic system devised by Joan 
Trochut” [Super Veloz Type: the 
supercalifragilistic typeface, on the website 
Graphic Pioneers: Spanish Graphic 
Design, 1939-1975].  As we see here, 
Trochut titled the work NovAdam from the 
very first issue (1936). 

 


